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Why abolish DRA?

� Demographic change

� Age discrimination has been endemic

� Advances in health

� Improved working practices – less physical labour

� Most people are not ‘old’ or ‘past it’ in their 60s

� Waste of skills and resources
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What’s gone wrong?

� One of the big problems has been early retirement as longevity rose

� Too heavy a burden on pensions

� Retirement lasting too long - waste of resources
– Demographics have not been factored in

� Lower long-term growth if paying more and more people not to work 

� Employment policies lagged behind lifestyle realities - unaffordable
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Challenges facing employees as DRA ends 

� Pensions crisis leaves many without good pensions

� Worries about retirement finances

� Disappointed expectations - frightened to face the future

� Possible physical limitations

� Struggling, concerned, don’t know what to say

� Negative impact on occupational health - STRESS
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Challenges facing employers of ending DRA

� STRESS for managers – how to deal with older workers now

� Can we have a discussion about retirement plans?

� Introduce new criteria for ongoing workplace monitoring

� Objective assessment of skill and competency – fit for the job

� Ageing workforce – adaptation, physical abilities, skill shortages, retraining?
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Changing social norms of retirement 

� Employers can help to rethink retirement – change attitudes

� Social revolution with a whole new phase of life 

� ‘Bonus Years’ 

� Part-tirement - cut down gradually, work part-time 
– 2-3 days work, 4-5 days off, more money

� Offer financial planning help and advice
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BirthBirth
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15 years not
working

65

50 years
full time work
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18 years not
working
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Part-tirement

55%
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Now Future?

49%51%

92

22 years 
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Benefits for employers and employees

� Retain older, loyal staff

� Why waste their skills?

� Flexible working.  Part-time. Mentoring

� Increase job satisfaction, motivation, productivity, bottom line

� Better for workers, employers and economy
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OH benefits

� Workers more motivated

� Managers objectively assess staff

� Retain older skilled workers

� More motivated with better work-life balance
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Conclusions

� DRA abolition presents opportunities, as well as challenges

� Later life working inevitable 

� But not necessarily full-time

� A new phase of life waiting for us – bonus years

� Improve workforce motivation and experience


